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3 dozen bullets were fired, but not a single one hit terrorists
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Mumbai, June 19: With the prosecution reaching the last leg

of the CST attacks case on Thursday, the depositions of the RPF and

GRP personnel who tried battling the two terrorists on 26/11, serves

as a much-needed introspection for the concerned forces.

Over three dozen bullets were claimed to have been fired by the

policemen while wrestling with their jammed rifles yet none managed

to touch the gunmen who with their AK-47s, killed 57 and injured 109

at CST that night.

On June 12, RPF constable Manmath Nardele deposed that he had

fired eight rounds from his .303 rifle before it got jammed, but not a

single one touched the gunmen. Nardele even said that he had gone to

the armoury and got 20 more rounds, but it was too late as the duo
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had left by then.

On June 15, GRP constable Harshad Patil deposed that even his gun jammed after the first round, and GRP’s assistant

sub-inspector Sudam Pandarkar deposed that he fired two rounds that missed the target. The next day, RPF inspector Sandeep

Kheratkar told the court that he too had fired 20 rounds, again none on target.

Some depositions were even more arresting. The complainant in the CST attacks, GRP officer Bharat Bhosale who was injured,

told the court that he didn’t fire with his service revolver as ‘people were running helter-skelter the bullet could have hit a

civilian too’.

Also, GRP commando Geetanjali Gurav, who received three months combat training with sophisticated weapons, didn’t have

weapons on her that night.

Special Judge M L Tahaliyani was so angry with the policemen saying how they fired at and missed the gunmen, how their rifles

malfunctioned, that he remarked, “If there had been four policemen, then I’m sure all their guns would have been locked.”

Interestingly, Kheratkar told the court on Thursday, that he and his colleague had fired 40 rounds from their .303 rifles at the

two terrorists, but none hit them. However, RPF head constable Jullu Yadav testified that there was nobody left at CST to fight

the gunmen, except him and another GRP constable, as dozens of policemen had run to safety.

--Agencies
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